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Abstract: The current investigation is aimed to simulate the three-dimensional complex internal flow in a 

centrifugal pump impeller with five twisted blades by using specialized computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

software ANSYS /FLUENT 14code with a standard k-ε two-equation turbulence model.  

A single blade passage will be modeled to give more accurate results for static pressure contours on (blade, 

hub, and shroud). The potential consequences of static pressure associated with operating a centrifugal 

compressor in variable rotation speed. 

A numerical three-dimensional, through flow calculations to predict static pressure through a 

centrifugal pump were presented to examined the effect of rotational speed variation on the static pressure of  

the centrifugal pump . The contours of the static pressure of the blade, hub, and shroud indicates negative low 

static pressure  in the suction side at high rotational speed (over operation limits )and the static pressure 

increases gradually until reach maximum value at the leading edge (6×105 Pa) of the blade. 
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I. Introduction:- 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is being increasingly applied in the design of centrifugal 

pumps. With the aid of the CFD approach, the complex internal flows in water pump impellers, which are not 

fully understood yet, can be well predicted, to speed up the pump design procedure. Thus, CFD is an very 

important tool for pump designers. The use of CFD tools in turbo machinery industry is quite common today. 

Many tasks can numerically be solved much faster and cheaper than by means of experiments. 

The complex flow pattern inside a centrifugal pump is strong three-dimensional with recirculation 

flows at inlet and exit, flow separation, cavitation's, and so on. The curvature of the blades and the rotational 

system have great influence on the flow field. 

Dr. Jalal M. Jalil ,et al. [1] developed  a solution method to obtain three-dimensional velocity and 

pressure distribution within a centrifugal pump impeller. The method is based on solving fully elliptic partial 
differential equations for the conservation of mass and momentum by finite difference method to convert them 

into algebraic equations. The effect of turbulence introduced using a certain algebraic model based on modified 

Prandtl’s mixing length theorem, Liu et al. [2], Zhou, W. et al, [3] have used a CFD code to study three-

dimensional turbulent flow through water-pump impellers during design and off-design conditions. Three 

different types of centrifugal pumps were considered in this simulation. One pump had four straight blades and 

the other two had six twisted blades. It was found that pumps having six twisted blades were better than those 

for pumps with straight blades, which suggests that the efficiency of pumps with twisted blades will also be 

higher than that of pumps with straight blades Akhras et al. [4], and Pedersen et al. [5] have made the 

measurement on centrifugal pumps and reported that impeller flow separation was observed on blade surface at 

off-design flow rate as compared to smooth flow within the impeller passage at design point. The numerical 

simulation made by Heilmann and Siekmann [6] and Majidi and Siekmann [7] showed the strong secondary 

flow in volute and circular casings of centrifugal pumps. Ziegler et al. [8], Shi and Tsukamoto [9], Shum et al. 
[10], and Akhras et al. [11] studied impeller diffuser interaction on the pump performance and showed that a 

strong pressure fluctuation is due to the unsteadiness of the flow shedding from impeller exit.  

Hong and Kang [12] and Hagelstein et al. [13] investigated the flow field at the impeller exit and volute 

separately to study the pressure distribution due to impeller-volute interaction. Traditional method to design the 

centrifugal pump is mainly based on the steady-state theory, empirical correlation, combination of model 

testing, and engineering experience [14]. However, to further improve the pump performance for design and off-

design operating conditions, it will become extremely difficult. Complex flow field such as the boundary layer 

separation, vortex dynamics, interactions between the impeller and diffuser are difficult to control due to the 

rotating and stationary components.  

Zhang et al. [15, 16] found that jet-wake structure occurs near the outlet of the impeller and it is 

independent of flow rate and locations. Byskov et al. [17] investigated a six-bladed impeller with shroud by 
using the large eddy simulation (LES) at design and off-design conditions. At design load, the flow field inside 

the impeller is smooth and with no significant separation. At quarter design load, a steady nonrotating stall 
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phenomenon is observed in the entrance and a relative eddy is developed in the remaining of the passage. Gu et 

al. [18] also investigated the volute/diffuser interaction of a single stage centrifugal compressor at design point 

and off-design. At higher flow rate, a twin vortex structure is formed downstream of the passage.  

The recirculation and the twin vortex structure are attributed increase of the total pressure losses at off-

design conditions. Hence with the advancing of computer power, significant improvement of numerical 

algorithms and more reliable CFD codes, it can be seen that there is an increasing trend of applying numerical 

methods to study the complex flow 

 

II. Governing equations:- 
 Casting of The three-dimensional and incompressible flow in the pumps can be described with the 

conservations laws of movement and mass in cylindrical coordinates for radial (r) , angular (θ) and axial (z) 

directions. In terms of the divergence theorem, the continuity equation or conservation mass,  

Continuity: [17]: 

 

 

Momentum: 
 

  

where: ρ = density fluid   

           = vector velocity absolute  
           μef =viscosity effective  fluid  

           P= pressure body forces  

           Fi = the additional sources of momentum  

Since the momentum equations are considered in a relative reference frame associated to the 

rotor blade, the Coriolis force and centrifugal forces are added as a momentum source term: 

          

 

Where 

 

      

 

 

 

ωi : is angular velocity  

εijk is Levi-Civita third order tensor 

III. Turbulence model  
The left side term in Equation (2) represents the convective acceleration. The right side terms 

represent the pressure gradient, the viscous effects and the source terms respectively. The 

turbulence model chosen was the k-ε model due to its stability, widespread application in 

commercial softwares and robustness. The k-ε model and its extensions resolve the partial 

differential equations for turbulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate ε as shown by the 

Equations (6) and (7): 

 

 

Where the diffusion coefficients are given by 
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The turbulence viscosity, μt can be derived from Eq. (9) and (10), to link to the turbulence kinetic energy 

and dissipation via the relation 

 

                                                                                                                            (10) 

 

And 

 
                                                                                                                             (11) 

                   

 

 

 

                                                                                                                              (12)  

 

 

Pk is the term for the production of turbulence due to viscous forces Parameter values considered in the 

simulations are presented in the table 1. 

Table 1: Parameters for modeling the k- ε model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equations (1), (2), (6), and (7) form a closed set of nonlinear partial differential equations governing the 

fluid motion.  

All the previous equations are valid both for the impeller and for the diffuser; however the rotational 

forces in the source terms will only apply for the impeller in the movement equation as a result of Coriolis 

forces and centrifugal forces.The transport equations associated with the given boundaries conditions describing 
the internal flow in centrifugal pump are solved by the (ANSYS-14) code.  

 

IV. Single passage, Geometry and Grid 
With the three-dimensional model there is a useful approach for investigation of flow behavior in different 

parts of pump. Figure 1shows the centrifugal pump geometry and structured grid generated of single blade 

passage (blade mesh, hub mesh, and shroud mesh). Problem consists of a five blade centrifugal pump operating 

at 2100 rpm. The working fluid is water and flow is assumed to be steady and incompressible .Due to rotational 

periodicity a single blade passage will be modeled.   Table (2) Operating conditions 
Description  

 

Value 

Density of fluid 1000 kg/m
3
 

Viscosity 0.0017 kg/m*s 

Rotational speed 2100 rpm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

(a) Centrifugal pump geometry   (b) Single blade passage geometry and mesh 
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(c) Blade mesh                                (d) Hub Mesh                          (e)Shroud mesh 

Figure (1) (a,b.c.d.e) Shows the Centrifugal pump and generated mesh 

 

V. Results And Discussions 
A numerical three-dimensional, through flow calculations to predict static pressure through a centrifugal 

pump were presented to examined the effect of rotational speed variation on the static pressure in the centrifugal 
pump . Figures (2,3&4) represent the contours of the static pressure of the blade, hub, and shroud at rotational 

speed of 1800 rpm the flow indicates low static pressure (2.56×105 Pa) in the suction side and the static pressure 

increases gradually until reach maximum value at the leading edge (6×105 Pa) .   

 

 
Figure(2) Static pressure contours in (Z-Y)plane of blade at 1800rpm 

 

 
Figure(3) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of hub at 1800rpm 
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Figure(4) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of shroud at 1800rpm 

 

Figures (5,6&7) represent the contours of the static pressure of the blade, hub, and shroud at rotational speed of 

1900 rpm the flow indicates low static pressure   (2.42×105 Pa) in the suction side which is less than above case 

that mean increases in flow rate  and the static pressure increases gradually until reach maximum value at the 

leading edge (6×105 Pa) . 

 
Figure(5) Static pressure contours in (Z-Y)plane of blade at 1900rpm 

 

 
Figure(6) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of hub at 1900rpm 
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Figure(7) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of shroud at 1900rpm 

 

Figures (8, 9&10) represent the contours of the static pressure of the blade, hub, and shroud at rotational speed 

of 2000rpm the flow indicates low static pressure   (1.81×105 Pa) in the suction side which is less than above 

case that mean increases in flow rate  and the static pressure increases gradually until reach maximum value at 

the leading edge (6×105 Pa). 

 

 
Figure(8) Static pressure contours in (Z-Y)plane of blade at 2000rpm 

 

 
Figure(9) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of hub at 2000rpm 
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Figure(10) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of shroud at 2000rpm 

 

Figures from (11) to (16) represent the contours of the static pressure of the blade, hub, and shroud at rotational 

speed of 2100rpm and 2200 rpm which is the operation conditions (design point) flow indicates low static 

pressure   (3.38×104 Pa) in the suction side which is less than above case that mean increases in flow rate 

(optimum value) and the static pressure increases gradually until reach maximum value at the leading edge 

(6×105 Pa). 

 
Figure(11) Static pressure contours in (Z-Y)plane of blade at 2100rpm 

 

 
Figure(12) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of hub at 2100rpm 
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Figure(13) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of shroud at 2100rpm 

 

 
Figure(14) Static pressure contours in (Z-Y)plane of blade at 2200rpm 

 

 
 

Figure(15) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of hub at 2200rpm 
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Figure(16) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of shroud at 2200rpm 

 

Figures from (17) to (22) represent the contours of the static pressure of the blade, hub, and shroud at rotational 

speed of 2300rpm and 2400 rpm which is over the operation conditions (overload) flow indicates low negative 

static pressure   (-1.81×104 Pa) in the suction side which is less than above case that mean under normal 

operation, the wake regions are sufficiently small and of reasonably limited pressure magnitude (i.e., the 

difference between the static pressure in the wake region and the static pressure in the core flow is small). 

Therefore, there is not enough force or ―delta pressure‖ to cause any difficulties. However, if the difference 

between the static pressure in the core flow and static pressure in the secondary zone and blade wakes is higher. 

The static pressure increases gradually until reach maximum value at the leading edge (6×105 Pa).     A fluid 

vaporizes when its pressure becomes too low, or its temperature too high. All centrifugal pumps have a required 

head (pressure) at the suction side of the pump to prevent this vaporization. This head requirement is supplied to 
us by the pump manufacturer but when the centrifugal pump work under high rotation speed over the design 

limits as in case study in the present work the pressure in the suction side became negative pressure causes 

cavitation (Cavitation means that cavities or bubbles are forming in the liquid that we're pumping. These cavities 

form at the low pressure or suction side of the pump), causing several things to happen all at once: 

 The cavities or bubbles will collapse when they pass into the higher regions of pressure, causing noise, 

vibration, and damage to many of the components. 

 We experience a loss in capacity. 

 The pump can no longer build the same head (pressure) 

 The pump's efficiency drops. 

 

 
 

Figure(17) Static pressure contours in (Z-Y)plane of blade at 2300rpm 
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Figure(18) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of hub at 2300rpm 

 

 
 

Figure(19) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of shroud at 2300rpm 

 

 
Figure(20) Static pressure contours in (Z-Y)plane of blade at 2400rpm 
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Figure(21) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of hub at 2400rpm 

 

 
Figure(22) Static pressure contours in (X-Y)plane of shroud at 2400rpm 

 

VI. Conclusion 
The complex three dimensional internal flow field of the centrifugal pump is investigated by using 

numerical methods .This centrifugal pump simulation has permitted to study the internal flow static pressure 

distribution of the pump operating at variable rotational speed (under and over operation limits). The analysis of 

all the above results have led to the following conclusion:- 

 

 The pressure increases gradually along the stream wise direction from minimum value at the suction side to 

the maximum value at leading edge. 

 When the rotational speed increases the pressure at the suction side decreases . 

 At the high rotational speed over the design point the pressure in the suction side became below the 

vaporization limits causes cavitation  and wake region 

 There are many types of pumps that have been studied and developed, including centrifugal pumps. Yet 

there is not one pump ideally suited for every application, there are still many issues that need to be 

improved to enhance performance and specific parameters for each case. 
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